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When the Stars do not Align
z

z

z
z
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An attacker in volleyball must be prepared for
situations when it is not perfect (less than ideal set)
or the defence is taking away the preferred shot.
The attacker must be prepared to use a variety of
attack options without telegraphing their intent to the
opposition.
The better the biomechanics of the skill the greater
the chances of success.
The attack is composed of three parts; the approach
and jump, the striking action, and the landing.
The focus of this presentation is on the striking
action, the most complex part of the skill.
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The Attacking Skills of Volleyball
z

The Spike
–
–
–
–

z
z
z
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Hard hit shot
Cross body
Cut Shot
Off speed shot

The Roll Shot
The Tip
The biomechanics of the basic striking action
of spiking closely resembles the overhand
throwing action.

Biomechanics - Basic Spike
Arm Preparation
z When leaving
lea ing the ground
gro nd the arms contin
continue
e their upward
p ard
trajectory with the elbows being raised above the shoulders
z Simultaneously or slightly later there is lateral rotation of the
trunk and striking arm.
z The non striking hand is extended up in front of the shoulder
z The striking hand should ideally be held near the head.
(MOI)
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Biomechanics - Basic Spike
The Striking Action
z The striking action begins with the
non-hitting arm pulling down and to
the side stretching the muscles in
the chest and shoulder.
z Then trunk and arm begin to rotate
forward with the elbow moving in an
upward trajectory.
z The forearm and hand lag behind
producing an external rotation of the
arm at the shoulder again stretching
5 the muscles of the shoulder

Biomechanics - Basic Spike
The Striking Action
z Now as the elbow continues
forward and upward the elbow
extends at the same time as an
internal rotation at the shoulder.
z This continues until the arm is at or
near full extension when it contacts
the ball either with the palm of the
hand or the tips of the fingers.
z At the point of contact the ball
should be in front of the shoulders
and the shoulders should be in
6 front of the hips.
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Common Errors - Basic Spike
z
z

z
z
z

Hip
p slide especially
p
y for women resulting
g in hips
p ahead of
shoulders at contact.
Low elbow as the arm rotates backward results in a
looping of the arm. Makes the cross body and cut shots
very difficult to execute. This is OK if there is lots of time.
Hand position away from head. Increasing MOI. Makes
quick attacks and cut shots very difficult to execute.
Insufficient lag and external rotation will produce more of
a pushing action.
Piking action at waist which results in lowering the point of
contact. Should be a crunching action.
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Biomechanics - Cross Body Shot
z

z

z

The arm preparation is the
same as a normal striking
action.
During the striking action the
path of the elbow is more
across in front of the body.
y
There is usually less elbow
extension and much more
internal rotation at the shoulder.
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Biomecha
Biomec
hanics
nics - Cross Body Shot
z

z

z
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The non hitting
g arm moves
down and sharply across in
front of the body to maintain
balance.
Contact is more in front of
the opposite shoulder with
pp
the hand on the upper
outside of ball.
On follow through the arm
continues internal rotation at
the shoulder with the arm
slightly bent.

Common Errors – Cross Body Shot
z

z
z
z

Too much rotation of the shoulders in the
direction of the shot. Results in shoulders facing in
the direction of the shot.
Non hitting arm does not aggressively cross in
front of the body.
Hip slide at contact resulting in hitting the ball
very low.
Contact is made too far outside the hitting
shoulder.
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Biomechanics of the Cut Shot
z

z

The striking
g action of the
cut shot is very similar to
the basic spiking action
except that their is an
exaggerated internal
rotation at the shoulder as
the elbow is extended.
extended
The ball is generally
contacted more outside
the striking shoulder on
the upper inside.
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Biomechanics of the Cut Shot
z

z

z

The thumb of the hand
tends to end up pointing
down.
The non striking arm
may rotate more laterally
to maintain balance.
O the
On
h follow
f ll
through
h
h
the arm has an
exaggerated internal
rotation.
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Common Errors – Cut Shot
z
z
z

Insufficient internal shoulder rotation
at contact.
Contact too much in the middle of the
ball.
Insufficient lateral rotation of the non
hitting arm.
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Biomechanics of the Roll Shot
z
z

z
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The arm preparation should be the
same as a ffullll spike
spike.
As the shoulders and arm begin to
rotate forward the elbow move less
upward and there is a less lag at
the elbow and a less forceful
extension. Once the elbow gets to
the forward position there is a
rapid raising of the elbow as the
extension is completed.
The ball is struck by the palm of
the hand with a forward/upward
glancing blow at or near full
extension.
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Common Errors of the Roll
z
z
z
z

Dropping elbow too low
Elbow with insufficient bend
Poor hand contact because hand is too
narrow.
Trajectory too flat, ball should pass up
and over the block
block.
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Biomechanics of the Tip
z
z

z

z
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The arm preparation should be
the same as a full spike.
As the shoulders and arm begin
to rotate forward and upward
there is less lag at the elbow and
much slower extension.
Once the elbow is in front of the
shoulder the elbow extends with
less force than in spiking in an
action similar to a basketball
jump shot.
The ball is contacted on the pads
of the fingers of an open hand.
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Common Errors of the Tip
z

z
z

Arm never getting to proper preparation
position usually straight up resulting in tip
being telegraphed and inability to execute a
deep tip.
Action done as an elevation at the shoulder
rather than extension at the elbow.
Hand held too narrow.
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Training the Attacker
The Basic Progression
1. Use a throwing program to develop the basic
sequence of actions.
2. Do basic arm sequence work by having athlete work
against the wall first by tossing to self then attacking
partners toss.
3. Approach
A
h jjump and
d hit a suspended
d d ball.(no
b ll ( timing)
ti i )
4. Add approach and jump with low net first with coach
tosses that are simple to time (53) then more
common trajectories. Raise net to normal height and
consider high net for tall athletes not contacting ball
18
at maximum height.
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Training the Attack
The Basic Progression
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Add a setter setting from coaches toss making
sure that attacker is watching the ball as it
travels to the setter. Add a passer to increase
randomness.
Attacker passes a ball to the setter then attacks.
Defence to attack transition – block and dig
Trouble situations (poor pass/dig) to attack
Combination plays to attack
Game play situations
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A Volleyball Throwing Program
z
z

z

Each athlete should have a ball g
glove and indoor softball
(soft).
Begin by having the athletes simply “play catch”
emphasizing the shoulder rotation. This should progress
to throwing hard.
Excellent for off season using progressive throwing.
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A Volleyball Throwing Program
z

z
z

Athletes should next do “volleyball throwing” which
i
involves
l
arm preparation
ti lik
like iin spike
ik and
d eliminates
li i t step
t
and rises on the toes.
Emphasize higher elbow with shoulders ahead of hips
at release.
Gradually progress to throwing hard.
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Thank You
Questions??
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